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Ages ago, when the world was new, inventions 
weren’t made using steel or glue. Each animal 
has an ability I’ll mention. These are nature’s 
amazing inventions! Some animals run fast 
while others can bite. So, each animal kept to 
themselves for fear of a fight. Except for Remi, 
he didn’t mind. He was friends with animals of 
every kind.
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Think, 
Pair, 

Share!

Look at the plants and 
animals on this page. What 

special abilities do they have?

(The plants and animals on this page include an evergreen tree, a berry bush, a humming bird, 
a weasel, a hedgehog, a mouse, a snail, an ant, and a flower)
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All the animals felt sorry for Remi because he 
was a creature without even a single remarkable 
feature. Although Remi was homely, he was 
sincere. So, all the animals liked it when Remi 
was near. He didn’t glitter with promise, or 
shout out with glee. Remi had a different type 
of talent, you see. The animals always had 
something to do, and to Remi, the way they did 
it seemed splendid and new.

What do you think Remi’s special talent is? Explain why you think so.
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Remi watched the graceful steps of a deer. He 
saw that it pranced over rocks with no fear. But 
when he walked, the ground seemed pokey 
and hard. His feet froze in winter and in summer 
they charred. 

Remi asked his new friend what to do. Said 
Deer, “With hooves like mine, you could walk to 
Kathmandu!”

So, with acorn caps and reeds from a nest, Remi 
crafted some shoes and set out on a quest. 

Problem:
Nature’s 
Solution

Human 
Invention

Glue a card here.Glue a card here.

What problem does Remi need to solve?
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Before long he stumbled upon an elephant 
water fight. With gigantic hose-trunks, their 
spray was a magnificent sight! Remi watched 
in envy as they watered their garden. He 
approached the elephants, “Excuse me? Um, 
pardon?”

“I wish I could do that, I want to play!” 

“I think you can,” said an elephant, “Huh?” said 
Remi, “Really? Oh yay!”

So, they started to build and construct a 
contraption. It was a nose-hose water-blowing 
adaption. 

Nature’s 
Solution

Human 
Invention

Glue a card here.Glue a card here.

Problem: 
Remi can’t 

spray water like 
an elephant.
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When acorns fell or when it hailed, most of 
the animals grumbled and wailed. They ran 
for cover or dug underground, but Tolly the 
tortoise stuck bravely around. “I’m not afraid of 
an acorn, I’m not afraid of a pebble! Let them 
fall on my shell! I can handle it well!”

Remi watched Tolly tuck into her shell. He 
thought, “If I could do that! Why, that would be 
swell.” So, he tinkered about and invented a 
hut in which he would dwell! When it hailed, he 
crawled inside and comfortably sat. And during 
the storm, he and Tolly had a nice chat.

Nature’s 
Solution

Human 
Invention

Glue a card here.Glue a card here.

Problem: 
Remi is not 

protected from 
the hail like a 

turtle.
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While out looking for fun, he saw ducks on a 
lake. Remi paddled and kicked his small paws 
till they ached. But the ducks seemed to glide 
on the lake with such ease. As they cut through 
the water, it looked like a breeze. 

When he looked at their feet he discovered 
their trick. Then he made a contraption to 
improve his kick. The next time he went 
swimming, he wasn’t tired. He had wide, 
webby-foot flippers—he was admired.

Nature’s 
Solution

Human 
Invention

Glue a card here.Glue a card here.

Problem: 
Remi doesn’t 
move much 

when he kicks in 
the water with 

his feet.
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Just then, a large stork walked by with a smile. 
With long graceful steps, she moved over the 
water, staying dry all the while. Remi tried too, 
but fell with a splat. His wet fur was muddy and 
mucky and flat! 

But plain little Remi had an idea– it couldn’t 
be that hard to walk above water. With a little 
inventing, he would make himself taller. He 
imagined and built a simple invention. He 
called it a stork-legged stilt mechanism. He 
trotted over the puddles of water with ease, 
because his head was as high as the trees!

Nature’s 
Solution

Human 
Invention

Glue a card here.Glue a card here.

Problem: 
Remi is not tall 
enough to walk 
through puddles 
while staying dry.
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Glue a card here.Glue a card here.

Problem: 
Remi cannot fly. 
He has no wings.

Remi made friends with a sparrow, and boy 
was he jealous because it could fly! It zipped, it 
whirred and it played in the sky! The sparrow, 
named Sydney, saw Remi look glum. “Remi, I 
like you! I wish you could come!”

Poor Remi looked up with a tear in his eye. He 
said, “Can you help me? You know how to fly! 
Help me make wings to fly through the sky!”

Before long, they had a flying glider-
contraption. Made from twigs and thin paper, it 
was quite the invention. 

Nature’s 
Solution

Human 
Invention
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Remi’s inventions were the talk of the town. He 
could run, he could swim, he could fly all 
around. Then one night as he dreamed in his 
bed after eight, he decided he’d try to invent 
something great.

He set out to find a place that was new. And 
stumbled across the ocean so blue. ‘It’s under 
the ocean!’ he thought with a grin. ‘This is a 
place that I’ve never been!’
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He watched a grey whale and thought, “Oh, 
that’s clever! It can stay in the water forever and 
ever!” He saw that it breathed through a giant 
blowhole. To breathe underwater was Remi’s 
new goal. 

With branches and leaves and slippery sea-
weed, he quickly fashioned a submersible 
snorkel-y-reed. He went under and peered at 
the beautiful world down there—a world he 
viewed with an endless supply of air.

Glue a card here.Glue a card here.

Problem: 
Remi cannot 
breathe while 

he looks around 
underwater.

Nature’s 
Solution

Human 
Invention
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His collection of inventions became quite 
impressive, and for once his imagination 
didn’t seem so excessive. Remi was smart! He 
couldn’t stop there! He kept making friends 
with animals everywhere. 

There is still a lot to learn from animals today, 
for each is extraordinary, in their own special 
way.

Think, 
Pair, 

Share!

What do you think Remi 
should build next?

What do you think Remi should build next? What animal does your 

idea mimic?
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